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Abstract
In D = 4, N = 1 conformal superspace, the Yang-Mills matter coupled supergravity sys-
tem is constructed where the Yang-Mills gauge interaction is introduced by extending the
superconformal group to include the Ka¨hler isometry group of chiral matter fields. There
are two gauge-fixing procedures to get to the component Poincare´ supergravity: one via the
superconformal component formalism and the other via the Poincare´ superspace formalism.
These two types of superconformal gauge-fixing conditions are analyzed in detail and their
correspondence is clarified.
1 Introduction
In our previous paper [1] we have demonstrated the equivalence between the conventional
component approach [2]-[9] as known as the superconformal tensor calculus and the recent
superspace approach [10, 11] to D = 4, N = 1 conformal supergravity (SUGRA). The
detailed correspondences between two approaches were explicitly shown for superconformal
gauge fields, curvatures and curvature constraints, general conformal multiplets and their
transformation laws. We also briefly discussed the superconformal gauge fixing which leads
to the Poincare´ SUGRA.
The previous analysis was not sufficient in two points. One is that we have confined
ourselves to the matter coupled SUGRA system in which there is no Yang-Mills (YM) gauge
field of internal symmetry. Such YM interactions should generally be introduced by gauging
the isometry of the Ka¨hler manifold of chiral matter fields, which requires some extra work
in conformal superspace approach. This way of including YM interactions in superspace has
essentially been known for the super-Poincare´ case [12]-[14], but not for the superconformal
case.1 As we will show in section 2, that is a simpler task in conformal superspace than in
the super-Poincare´ case, thanks to the simplicity of the algebra for covariant derivatives.
The isometry transformation of the Ka¨hler manifold does not necessarily leave the Ka¨hler
potential invariant but induces the so-called Ka¨hler transformation, i.e., a shift by holomor-
phic and anti-holomorphic functions. In this case, the chiral compensator is also transformed
under the YM gauge transformation [16, 9]. In section 3, we discuss the superconformal
gauge fixing in superspace for the YM matter coupled SUGRA system. Two types of gauge
fixing are studied for realizing the canonically normalized Einstein-Hilbert (EH) and Rarita-
Schwinger (RS) terms: one is applicable for non-vanishing superpotential and the other is
independent of the superpotential term. For the former case, the superconformal gauge-fixing
condition is YM gauge invariant so that the previous results in Ref. [1] almost hold. For the
latter case, however, the gauge-fixing condition is not YM gauge invariant, which causes a
modification of the YM gauge transformation and the covariant derivatives in the resultant
Poincare´ superspace.
Another insufficient point is that, while we have seen the correspondence between the two
approaches on many quantities, we have not directly touched on the fact that the superspace
formalism has much more gauge freedom and gauge fields than the component formalism.
In superspace, the gauge fields and the gauge transformation parameters are superfields
with higher θ components, and further the gauge superfields contain the spinor-indexed
components, all of which do not appear in component approach. In section 4, we discuss
how these extra degrees of freedom are fixed in order to have the component formalism.
We explicitly give all the necessary gauge-fixing conditions component-field-wise so as to
fix the higher θ components of superfield gauge transformation parameters. This gauge
fixing from conformal superspace to superconformal component approach is depicted as the
route I in Fig. 1. We show that the resultant theory after the gauge fixing agrees with the
superconformal tensor calculus, that is, all the extra gauge fields are fixed to zero or reduced
1For some special cases, YM interactions in conformal superspace were discussed, e.g., for the linear
compensator [11] and for the pure Fayet-Iliopoulos U(1) system [15].
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II
fixing superfield gauge freedom
ξ(D), ξ(A), ξ(K)A
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IV
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for D, A, KA

Poincare´
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III
fixing higher θ comps. of
ξ(P )A, ξ(M)ab, ξ(a)
// Poincare´ SUGRA
Figure 1: Relations among four SUGRA formulations: superspace and component approaches
possessing superconformal and super-Poincare´ gauge symmetries. There are two routes I+IV
and II+III for getting to the Poincare´ SUGRA from the conformal superspace formulation.
The symbol ξ denotes the gauge transformation parameters of the superconformal and inter-
nal symmetries (see the text for details).
to the known quantities in component approach.
On the other hand, the gauge fixing discussed in section 3 corresponds to the route II in
Fig. 1, where the gauge fixing is given superfield-wise to go down to the Poincare´ superspace.
The obtained Poincare´ superspace formulation still has the gauge invariance with superfield
gauge transformation parameters and their higher θ gauge invariance should be fixed to have
the component Poincare´ SUGRA. Such gauge fixing, the route III in Fig. 1, can be done in
the same way as the superconformal case (the route I) that is clear from the discussion in
section 4.
In section 5, we clarify in more detail how some type of superspace gauge fixing (the route
II) corresponds to the so-called improved superconformal gauge in component approach (the
route IV). It is noticed that there is a small puzzle: The component formulation seems to be
obtained from the superspace one by setting the spinor-indexed components of gauge fields
to zero. Nevertheless, in the Poincare´ SUGRA obtained via the route II+III, non-vanishing
A- and KA-gauge fields with spinor indices remain and show up in the A- and KA-gauge
transformation parts in the Poincare´ supersymmetry transformation. We give an answer to
this in view of the resetting of gauge-fixing conditions.
2
2 YMmatter coupled SUGRA in conformal superspace
In this section, we introduce the YM system in conformal superspace. The YM system
is coupled to matter fields as an internal gauge symmetry. The internal gauge symmetry
is the isometry of the Ka¨hler manifold spanned by chiral matter fields, which isometry is
generally given by nonlinear transformation. We use the so-called covariant approach in
which one extends the superconformal covariant derivatives to be also covariant under the
internal gauge symmetry [17, 14]. One advantage of the covariant approach is that the gauge
transformation parameters are taken to be real (general) superfields, and hence the internal
gauge symmetry is made manifest.
Then we present two types of superconformal gauge-fixing conditions which realize the
canonically normalized EH and RS terms. One gives a real gravitino mass parameter and is
adopted only when the superpotential does not vanish. The other can be imposed even when
the superpotential vanishes but leads to a complex gravitino mass.
We consider the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group G as an internal symmetry. The ele-
ments of the Lie algebra are denoted by X(a) where (a) = 1, 2, ..., dimG . Their commutation
relation is
[X(a), X(b)] = −f(a)(b)(c)X(c), (2.1)
where f(a)(b)
(c) is the structure constant of the Lie algebra. Since the spacetime symmetry and
the internal symmetry are mutually independent, the elements of these two algebras commute
with each other. We introduce the real gauge superfield A(a)M for the internal symmetry. In
the following, we deal with the superconformal and internal symmetries simultaneously and
denote all the elements collectively by XA. The gauge superfields and parameter superfields
are denoted as
hM
AXA = EM
APA +
1
2
φM
baMab +BMD + AMA+ fM
AKA +A(a)M X(a),
ξAXA = ξ(P )
APA +
1
2
ξ(M)baMab + ξ(D)D + ξ(A)A+ ξ(K)
AKA + ξ
(a)X(a).
(2.2)
Here, EM
A is the vielbein superfield corresponding to the translation and supersymmetry
generators PA = (Pa, Qα, Q¯
α˙), φM
ba is the spin connection corresponding to the Lorentz
generator Mab, and BM , AM , fM
A are the gauge superfields corresponding to the dilatation
D, the U(1) chiral transformation A, the conformal boost and its supersymmetry KA =
(Ka, Sα, S¯
α˙), respectively. The gauge transformation parameter ξA is a real superfield. The
deformed PA transformation and covariant derivatives are defined by the general coordinate
transformation δGC and the gauge transformation δG as
δG(ξ(P )
APA) = δGC(ξ
AEA
M)− δG(ξBEBMhMA′XA′),
∇M = ∂M − 1
2
φM
baMab − BMD −AMA− fMAKA −A(a)M X(a).
(2.3)
Here we set the parameter ξ(P )A to be field-independent. The symbol XA′ means the gen-
erators other than PA. The gauge superfield A(a)M is transformed under the superconformal
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and internal symmetries as
δ(ξAXA)A(a)M = ∂Mξ(a) +A(b)M ξ(c)f(c)(b)(a) + EMBξ(P )CF (a)CB, (2.4)
where F (a)MN is the curvature superfield for the internal symmetry:
F (a)MN = ∂MA(a)N − ∂NA(a)M −A(b)N A(c)M f(c)(b)(a). (2.5)
Similarly to the case without YM, we impose the curvature constraints {∇α,∇β} = 0,
{∇¯α˙, ∇¯β˙} = 0, and {∇α, ∇¯β˙} = −2i∇αβ˙ , which implies F (a)αβ = F (a)α˙β˙ = F
(a)
αβ˙
= 0 in the
YM part. Solving the Bianchi identities under these constraints, we find that the curvatures
Rαb and Rab can be expressed by a single “gaugino” superfield Wα as follows (α = (α, α˙))
Rα,βγ˙ = −[∇α,∇βγ˙] = 2iǫαβWγ˙ , Rα˙,β˙γ = −[∇¯α˙,∇β˙γ ] = 2iǫα˙β˙Wγ , (2.6)
Rαα˙,ββ˙ = −[∇αα˙,∇ββ˙] = −ǫα˙β˙{∇(α,Wβ)} − ǫαβ{∇¯(α˙,Wβ˙)}, (2.7)
and Wα contains the YM gaugino superfield W(a)α :
Wα = (ǫσbc)βγWαβγMcb + 1
2
∇γWγαβSβ − 1
2
∇γβ˙WγαβKββ˙ +W(a)α X(a), (2.8)
W α˙ = (σ¯bcǫ)γ˙β˙W α˙
β˙γ˙
Mcb − 1
2
∇¯γ˙W γ˙α˙β˙S¯ β˙ −
1
2
∇γ˙βW α˙β˙γ˙ Kββ˙ +W(a)α˙X(a). (2.9)
Eq. (2.6) implies in the YM part
F (a)α,βγ˙ = 2iǫαβW(a)γ˙ , F (a)α˙,γβ˙ = 2iǫα˙β˙W(a)γ , (2.10)
F (a)
αα˙,ββ˙
= −ǫα˙β˙∇(αW(a)β) − ǫαβ∇¯(α˙W(a)β˙) . (2.11)
The gaugino superfieldWα, particularlyW(a)α is found to satisfy the following superconformal
property from the Bianchi/Jacobi identities,
∇αW(a)α = ∇¯α˙W α˙(a), (2.12)
∇¯α˙W(a)α = 0, DW(a)α =
3
2
W(a)α , AW(a)α = iW(a)α , KAW(a)α = 0. (2.13)
That is, W(a)α is a covariantly chiral and primary superfield carrying the Weyl weight ∆ and
the chiral weight w with (∆, w) = (3/2, 1). Note that (W(a)α )† = −W(a)α˙ , and our A(a)M and
W(a)α are equivalent to −iA(r)M and −iW(r)α in [14], respectively.
The coupling of YM to matter superfields in conformal superspace can be discussed
in a similar way as in the component approach [9]. The matter primary superfields Φi
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) have the Weyl and chiral weights (∆, w) = (0, 0), and are covariantly chiral
with respect to the superconformal and internal symmetries:
∇¯α˙Φi = 0. (2.14)
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The internal symmetry preserves the metric of the Ka¨hler manifold spanned by chiral matter
fields and their conjugates. The metric of the manifold is written by
gij∗ =
∂2K
∂Φi∂Φ¯j∗
, (2.15)
where the Ka¨hler potential K is a real function of Φi and Φ¯i
∗
.
The generator X(a) acts on the matter superfields as a vector superfield V(a), which can
be decomposed into the holomorphic part V −(a) and anti-holomorphic one V
+
(a) :
V(a) = V
−
(a) + V
+
(a), V
−
(a) = V
i
(a)(Φ)
∂
∂Φi
, V +(a) = V¯
i∗
(a)(Φ¯)
∂
∂Φ¯i∗
. (2.16)
Thus, X(a) acts as
X(a)Φ
i = V i(a)(Φ), X(a)Φ¯
i∗ = V¯ i
∗
(a)(Φ¯), (2.17)
and preserves the metric of the manifold, which means V(a) is the Killing vector:
V i(a)
∂gjk∗
∂Φi
+
∂V i(a)
∂Φj
gik∗ + V¯
i∗
(a)
∂gjk∗
∂Φ¯i∗
+
∂V¯ i
∗
(a)
∂Φ¯k∗
gji∗ = 0. (2.18)
Solving this equation, the action of V ±(a) on the Ka¨hler potential is found to be expressed as
V i(a)Ki = F(a) − iJ(a), V¯ i
∗
(a)Ki∗ = F¯(a) + iJ(a), (2.19)
where Ki = ∂K/∂Φ
i and Ki∗ = ∂K/∂Φ¯
i∗ . On the RHS, F(a) is a holomorphic function and
J(a) is a real function called the Killing potential or moment map.
The superspace action of YM matter coupled conformal SUGRA is given by
S = −3
∫
d4xd4θ E ΦcΦ¯ce−K/3
+
(∫
d4xd2θ E (Φc)3W (Φ)− 1
4
∫
d4xd2θ E H(a)(b)(Φ)Wα(a)W(b)α + h.c.
)
.
(2.20)
Here the chiral superfield Φc, called the chiral compensator, is primary and has the weights
(∆, w) = (1, 2/3). The superpotential W (Φ) and the gauge holomorphic function H(a)(b)(Φ)
are holomorphic functions of matter superfields Φi, and hence primary chiral superfields with
vanishing weights (∆, w) = (0, 0). The indices of H(a)(b) are symmetric under the exchange
(a) ↔ (b). If we require the gauge invariance under the internal symmetry, X(a) should act
on the chiral compensator, the superpotential and the gauge holomorphic function as
X(a)Φ
c =
1
3
F(a)Φ
c, X(a)Φ¯
c =
1
3
F¯(a)Φ¯
c, X(a)W = −F(a)W,
X(a)H(b)(c) = V(a)H(b)(c) = −f(a)(b)(d)H(d)(c) − f(a)(c)(d)H(b)(d).
(2.21)
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3 Gauge fixing to Poincare´ superspace
We first discuss the superconformal gauge-fixing condition for going down to the Poincare´
superspace. For the case of non-vanishing superpotential, the chiral compensator Φc can be
redefined as
Φc → Φ0 = ΦcW 1/3. (3.1)
The new chiral compensator Φ0 still has the weights (∆, w) = (1, 2/3). The integrands of
matter action become ΦcΦ¯ce−K/3 = Φ0Φ¯0e−G/3 and (Φc)3W = (Φ0)3 with
G = K + ln |W |2. (3.2)
Note that this redefinition is possible only when W 6= 0. The set of superconformal gauge-
fixing conditions which realizes the canonically normalized EH and RS terms and also gives
a real gravitino mass is
D, A gauge : Φ0 = eG/6, KA gauge : BM = 0. (3.3)
One of the virtues of using Φ0 and G is that they are invariant under the gauged internal
symmetry: X(a)Φ
0 = X(a)G = 0, which follow from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.21). This invariance
property of Φ0 and G makes it simpler to fix the superconformal gauge symmetry indepen-
dently of the internal one. So we can simply extend the previous results of the system without
YM [1].
The gauge condition BM = 0 and the curvature constraint R(D)αB = 0 constrain the
KA-gauge superfields, similarly to the case without YM [10]. The following is the restricted
form of KA-gauge superfields which is needed for later discussion:
fαβ = −fβα = −ǫαβR¯, fα˙β˙ = −fβ˙α˙ = ǫα˙β˙R, fαβ˙ = −fβ˙α = −
1
2
Gαβ˙ , fαb = −fbα. (3.4)
The equations ∇¯α˙Φ0 = 0 and ∇¯α˙∇βΦ0 = −2i∇α˙βΦ0, which follow from the chirality
condition of Φ0, determine the A-gauge fields in the same form as before [(4.12), (4.13) and
(4.21) in Ref.[1]]. Under the gauge-fixing condition (3.3), we obtain
Aα =
i
4
GjDPαΦj , Aα˙ = −
i
4
Gj∗D¯Pα˙Φ¯j
∗
,
Aα
β˙ =
i
4
(Gi∇αβ˙Φi −Gi∗∇αβ˙Φ¯i∗) + 1
4
Gij∗∇αΦi∇¯β˙Φ¯j∗ − 3
2
Gα
β˙,
(3.5)
where DPA is the covariant derivative in the Poincare´ SUGRA including the YM part and
given by
DPA = EAM∂M −
1
2
φA
bcMcb −A(a)A X(a)
= ∇A + AAA+BAD + fABKB. (3.6)
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We further obtain the following expression for the components of chiral compensator Φ0
[(4.18) and (4.19) in Ref. [1]]:
∇αΦ0
∣∣ = 1
3
eG/6Gi∇αΦi
∣∣∣, (3.7)
∇2Φ0∣∣ = 1
3
eG/6
(
Gi∇2Φi +
(
Gij +
1
3
GiGj
)∇αΦj∇αΦi − 24R¯
)∣∣∣. (3.8)
Here the vertical bar “|” means the θ = θ¯ = 0 projection, i.e., the lowest component of
superfield.
The gauge fixing (3.3) is the most convenient and physical one. But the redefinition (3.2)
cannot be done when the system has no superpotential term. In this case, the most physical
gauge fixing is given by
Φc = eK/6, BM = 0, (3.9)
which also realizes the canonically normalized EH term (if W 6= 0, (3.9) generally leads to a
complex gravitino mass). The main difference is that the gauge fixing (3.9) no longer preserves
the internal gauge symmetry, since eK/6 and Φc are transformed differently under X(a). This
violation of internal symmetry can be compensated by the A-gauge transformation. Noting
that AΦc = i2
3
Φc and eK/6 is A-gauge invariant, we find that the following combination of
the internal gauge and A transformations rotates Φc and eK/6 in the same way:
X˜(a) = X(a) +
i
4
(F(a) − F¯(a))A. (3.10)
Therefore X˜(a) gives the remaining internal gauge symmetry after the gauge fixing (3.9), and
satisfies the same commutation relation as X(a)
[X˜(a), X˜(b)] = −f(a)(b)(c)X˜(c). (3.11)
This is guaranteed by the relation V i(a)∂F(b)/∂Φ
i − V i(b)∂F(a)/∂Φi = −f(a)(b)(c)F(c), which is
obtained by acting both sides of Eq. (2.1) on Φc. The A gauge field AM is no longer inert
under the internal gauge transformation X˜(a) but is transformed as
δG(ξ
(a)X˜(a))AM = ∂M
(
ξ(a)
i
4
(F(a) − F¯(a))
)
, (3.12)
which matches to the isometric Ka¨hler transformation discussed in [14]. That is, from the
superconformal viewpoint, the isometric Ka¨hler transformation is understood to be the com-
bination of internal gauge and A transformations which leaves the gauge-fixing condition
(3.9) inert.
The covariant derivatives D˜PA in the Poincare´ SUGRA after imposing (3.9) should be
defined by using X˜(a) as
D˜PA = EAM∂M −
1
2
φA
cbMbc −A(a)A X˜(a) (3.13)
= ∇A +
(
AA − i
4
(F(a) − F¯(a))A(a)A
)
A+BAD + fA
BKB. (3.14)
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The A-gauge superfields and the components of chiral compensator can be obtained similarly
to Eqs. (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8) as
Aα =
i
4
(
KjD˜PαΦj + (F(a) − F¯(a))A(a)α
)
, Aα˙ =
i
4
(
−Kj∗ ¯˜DPα˙Φ¯j
∗
+ (F(a) − F¯(a))A(a)α˙
)
,
Aα
β˙ =
i
4
(
KiD˜Pαβ˙Φi −Ki∗D˜Pαβ˙Φ¯i
∗
+ (F(a) − F¯(a))A(a) β˙α
)
+
1
4
Kij∗(D˜PαΦi)( ¯˜DPβ˙Φ¯j
∗
)− 3
2
Gα
β˙,
∇αΦ0
∣∣ = 1
3
eK/6Ki∇αΦi
∣∣, ∇2Φ0∣∣ = 1
3
eK/6
(
Ki∇2Φi +
(
Kij +
1
3
KiKj
)∇αΦj∇αΦi − 24R¯
)∣∣∣.
(3.15)
The expressions for the A-gauge superfields are simply obtained from (3.5) by the replacement
AA → AA− i4(F(a)− F¯(a))A(a)A as understood by the comparison of covariant derivatives. The
gauge-fixed A-gauge superfields in (3.15) exactly agree with the composite gauge potential
in the isometric Ka¨hler superspace [14].
After the gauge fixing, we have the Poincare´ SUGRA in superspace, which is the so-called
isometric Ka¨hler superspace. For the condition Φ0 = eG/6, the gauge-fixed superspace action
becomes
S =
∫
d4xd4θ E
(
−3
2
+
eG/2
2R
− 1
8R
H(a)(b)W(a)αW(b)α
)
+ h.c. . (3.16)
Here we have used a relation of F and D-type actions
∫
d4xd2θEU =
∫
d4xd4θE
U(ΦcΦ¯ce−K/3)
−1
4
∇¯2(ΦcΦ¯ce−K/3) , (3.17)
where U is a chiral primary superfield with the weights (∆, w) = (3, 2). Further, noticing
that the gauge conditions (3.3) and their result for the KA-gauge fields (3.4) lead to
−1
4
∇¯2(ΦcΦ¯ce−K/3) = fα˙β˙ǫβ˙α˙(ΦcΦ¯ce−K/3) = 2R, (3.18)
one finds that the action in conformal superspace (2.20) is reduced to (3.16). For the other
gauge fixing Φc = eK/6, the resultant superspace action of Poincare´ SUGRA is similarly
obtained (by an apparent replacement G→ K + ln |W |2 in (3.16)).
4 Gauge fixing to component approach
Next we show the explicit form of superspace gauge fixing for going down to the superconfor-
mal tensor calculus in component approach. In conformal superspace, the gauge fields hM
A
and the gauge transformation parameters ξA are superfields with higher θ components, and
further the gauge superfields contain the spinor-indexed components hµ
A and hµ˙A (which we
call the spinor gauge superfields henceforth). But there is no such extra freedom of gauge
fields in component approach. We show in the following that all these extra fields can be
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gauge-fixed to be zero by using extra gauge freedom or otherwise be reduced to the known
quantities in component approach.
Let us first remark that the following quantities in superspace have their counterparts in
component approach so that they are known quantities:
1. The lowest component of curved vector gauge superfield, hm
A|. This corresponds to
hµ
A in component approach.
2. The lowest components of flat spinor-spinor and spinor-vector curvatures, Rαβ
A| and
Raβ
A|. These correspond to the coefficients of the terms appearing on the RHSs of the
commutators [δQ, δQ] and [δP˜ , δQ] in component approach.
3. The lowest components of the covariant derivatives of flat spinor-spinor and vector-
spinor curvatures ∇β · · ·∇δRαβA| and ∇β · · ·∇δRaβA|. These correspond to the su-
persymmetry transformations of the coefficients in [δQ, δQ] and [δP˜ , δQ] in component
approach.
We show that all other components in the θ expansions of spinor and vector gauge superfields
can be gauge-fixed to zero or be written in terms of these known quantities.
4.1 Gauge conditions for spinor gauge superfields
The gauge transformation law of spinor gauge superfields is given by
δG(ξ
BXB)hµ
A = ∂µξ
A + hµ
CξBfBC
A. (4.1)
The gauge-fixing procedure can be seen explicitly as follows. We first expand the gauge
transformation parameter as
ξA(x, θ, θ¯) = ξ(0,0)A(x) + θµξ(1,0)Aµ(x) + θ¯µ˙ξ¯
(0,1)Aµ˙(x)
+ θ2ξ(2,0)A(x) + θ¯2ξ¯(0,2)A(x) + θµθ¯µ˙ξ
(1,1)Aµ˙
µ(x)
+ θ2θ¯µξ(2,1)Aµ(x) + θ¯
2θµξ(1,2)Aµ(x) + θ¯
2θ2ξ(2,2)A(x).
(4.2)
The lowest component ξ(0,0)A(x) is identified with the usual gauge transformation parameter
appearing in component approach. We use all the other higher θ transformation parameters
ξ(n,m)A(x) (n+m ≥ 1) to fix the components of spinor gauge superfields:
parameters conditions on spinor gauge superfields
1st order ξ(1,0)Aµ Eµ
A| = δµα, hµA′ | = 0
ξ(0,1)Aµ˙ Eµ˙A| = δµ˙α˙, hµ˙A′ | = 0
ξ(2,0)A ∂µhµ
A| = 0
2nd order ξ(0,2)A ∂¯µ˙h
µ˙A| = 0
ξ(1,1)Aµ˙µ ∂µh
µ˙A| − ∂¯µ˙hµA| = 0
3rd order ξ(2,1)Aµ˙ ∂2hµ˙A|+ ∂¯µ˙∂µhµA| = 0
ξ(1,2)Aµ ∂¯
2hµ
A|+ ∂µ∂¯µ˙hµ˙A| = 0
4th order ξ(2,2)A ∂2∂¯µ˙h
µ˙A|+ ∂¯2∂µhµA| = 0
(4.3)
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ξ(0,0)A
retained
ξ(1,0)Aµ
hµ
A|
ξ(0,1)Aµ˙
hµ˙A|
ξ(2,0)A
∂µhµ
A|
ξ(1,1)Aµ
ν˙
∂µh
ν˙A| − ∂¯ν˙hµA|
ξ(0,2)A
∂¯µ˙h
µ˙A|
∂2hµ
A| ξ
(2,1)Aµ˙
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ξ(1,2)Aµ
∂¯2hµ
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Figure 2: The 3× 3 ‘diamond’ (denoted by rigid arrows) for the θnθ¯m components ξ(n,m)A (n,m = 0, 1, 2)
of the gauge parameter superfield ξA. The other two ‘diamonds’ (denoted by wavy and dashed arrows,
respectively) for the θnθ¯m components of the spinor gauge superfields hµ
A and hµ˙A are overlapped on it such
that the gauge parameter ξ(n,m)A at each point can be used to fix the spinor gauge field components on the
same point. The explicit gauge field components which are gauge-fixed to zero (or constant) are shown at
downstairs of the two-story boxes. The gauge field components lying outside of the gauge parameter diamond
cannot be gauge-fixed but are determined by the curvature constraints as shown in the text.
This set of gauge-fixing conditions is visualized in Fig. 2. Note that the fixed gauge field
components are indeed gauge-variant quantities which are shifted by the inhomogeneous
transformation part δhAµ = ∂µξ
A. For instance, using {∂µ, ∂¯µ˙} = 0, we have
−εµν∂ρhρA = ∂µhνA − ∂νhµA, ∂2hµ˙A + ∂¯µ˙∂µhµA = ∂µ
(
∂µh
µ˙A − ∂¯µ˙hµA
)
. (4.4)
We use the word “gauge-variant” when a quantity receives an inhomogeneous shift under
the gauge transformations with ξ(n,m)(x) (n+m ≥ 1), and otherwise call “gauge-invariant”.
The point is that the gauge-fixed quantities in the above table exhaust the gauge variants.
Therefore, once they are fixed to be zero (or constants), all the other quantities in the spinor
gauge superfields hµ
A and hµ˙A can be expressed by gauge-invariant quantities, namely, by
covariant curvatures.
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Let us see this more explicitly. First we express all the curved spinor derivatives of the
curved spinor gauge fields, ∂ν · · ·∂ρhµA, in terms of the symmetric derivative
∂µhν
A + ∂νhµ
A, (4.5)
which is later rewritten to the covariant curvature with flat spinor indices.
At the first order derivative level, setting the antisymmetric part equal to zero by the
above gauge-fixing condition, we find
∂νhµ
A| = 1
2
(∂νhµ
A + ∂µhν
A)|, ∂¯ν˙hµ˙A| = 1
2
(∂¯ν˙hµ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hν˙A)|, (4.6)
∂¯ν˙hµ
A| = 1
2
(∂¯ν˙hµ
A + ∂µh
ν˙A)|, ∂νhµ˙A| = 1
2
(∂νh
µ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hν
A)|. (4.7)
At the second order derivative level, the identity ∂µ∂
νhν =
1
2
∂2hµ leads to
∂2hµ
A| = 2
3
∂ν(∂νhµ
A + ∂µhν
A)|, ∂¯2hµ˙A| = 2
3
∂¯ν˙(∂¯
ν˙hµ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hν˙A)|, (4.8)
which actually hold as the superfield equations without the vertical bars ‘|’. If we use the
above gauge conditions by ξ(2,1)Aµ˙ and ξ(1,2)Aµ we also have
∂¯2hµ
A =
1
2
∂¯ν˙(∂¯
ν˙hµ
A + ∂µh
ν˙A)|, ∂2hµ˙A| = 1
2
∂ν(∂νh
µ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hν
A)|,
∂ρ∂¯
ν˙hµ
A| = 1
2
∂ρ(∂¯
ν˙hµ
A + ∂µh
ν˙A)| − 1
4
∂¯ν˙(∂ρhµ
A + ∂µhρ
A)|,
∂¯ρ˙∂νh
µ˙A| = 1
2
∂¯ρ˙(∂νh
µ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hν
A)| − 1
4
∂ν(∂¯
ρ˙hµ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hρ˙A)|.
(4.9)
At the third order derivative level, Eq. (4.8) without the bars leads to
∂¯ν˙∂2hµ
A| = 2
3
∂¯ν˙∂ρ(∂ρhµ
A + ∂µhρ
A)|, ∂ν ∂¯2hµ˙A| = 2
3
∂ν ∂¯ρ˙(∂¯
ρ˙hµ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hρ˙A)|. (4.10)
Using the gauge conditions by ξ(2,2), we have
∂ν ∂¯
2hµ
A| = 1
2
∂ν ∂¯ρ˙(∂¯
ρhµ
A + ∂µh
ρ˙A)|+ 1
4
∂¯2(∂νhµ
A + ∂µhν
A)|,
∂¯ν˙∂2hµ˙A| = 1
2
∂¯ν˙∂ρ(∂ρh
µ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hρ
A)|+ 1
4
∂2(∂¯ν˙hµ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hν˙A)|.
(4.11)
Finally at the fourth order level, Eq. (4.8) leads to
∂¯2∂2hµ
A| = 2
3
∂¯2∂ν(∂νhµ
A + ∂µhν
A)|, ∂2∂¯2hµ˙A| = 2
3
∂2∂¯ν˙(∂¯
ν˙hµ˙A + ∂¯µ˙hν˙A)|. (4.12)
In this way, all the curved spinor derivatives of the curved spinor gauge superfields are
written in terms of the curved spinor derivatives on the symmetrized term ∂νhµ
A + ∂µhν
A.
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We show in the following that they are written by the flat-indexed curvatures RCB
A and
their covariant spinor derivatives in the present gauge.
Noting the definition of curvatures
RMN
A = ∂MhN
A − ∂NhMA − (ENChMB′ −EMChNB′)fB′CA − hN C′hMB′fB′C′A (4.13)
and hµ
A′ | = 0, we see that (∂νhµA + ∂µhνA)| is written in terms of curvatures:
(∂µhν
A + ∂νhµ
A)| = δµαδνβRαβA|, (4.14)
which means that (∂νhµ
A+∂µhν
A)| is written in the component language. Note also that the
lowest components of curved indexed curvatures are always rewritten by flat indexed ones
and can be expressed in terms of the fields in component approach as
Rνµ
A| = δνγδµβRγβA|, RνmA| = δνγembRγbA| − 1
2
δν
γψm
βRγβ
A|. (4.15)
Then the second order derivative ∂ρ(∂νhµ
A + ∂µhν
A)| is similarly found to be written by the
curvatures
∂ρ(∂νhµ
A + ∂µhν
A)| = ∂ρRνµA|+ 1
2
(δµ
γRρν
B′ + δν
γRρµ
B′)fB′γ
A|. (4.16)
The first term in the r.h.s., the spinor derivative on curved indexed curvatures ∂ρRνµ
A| is
nontrivial, but written by the covariant derivatives on flat indexed curvatures as
∂ρRνµ
A| = ∂ρ
(
Eν
CEµ
BRCB
A
)∣∣
=
1
2
R(P )ρν
Cδµ
βRCβ
A| − 1
2
δν
γR(P )ρµ
BRγB
A|+ δνγδµβδρδ∇δRγβA|.
(4.17)
Here we have used the definition of (the lowest component of) the torsion R(P )ρν
C | =
(∂ρEν
C + ∂νEρ
C)| and the fact that ∂µ in the present gauge is equal to δµα∇α at the lowest
level, that is,
∂µΦ| = (∂µ − hµA′XA′)Φ| = δµα∇αΦ| (4.18)
on a covariant quantity Φ. Therefore ∂ρ(∂νhµ
A + ∂µhν
A)| is written in terms of the fields in
component approach, and so are all the second order derivative of the spinor gauge fields.
The same is true for the third order derivative ∂σ∂ρ(∂νhµ
A+∂µhν
A)|. This is also written
as
∂σ∂ρ(∂νhµ
A + ∂µhν
A)| = ∂σ∂ρRνµA
∣∣− ∂σ∂ρ((EµChνB′ + EνChµB′)fB′CA + hµC′hνB′fB′C′A)∣∣.
(4.19)
The terms other than ∂σ∂ρRνµ
A| contain at most second order derivatives of gauge fields and
can be written in component language as shown above. The non-trivial term ∂σ∂ρRνµ
A| is
expanded as
∂σ∂ρRνµ
A| = δσδδργδνβδµα∇δ∇γRβαA|+ · · · , (4.20)
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where · · · denotes the terms which are written by the curvatures and their first order covariant
spinor derivatives with coefficients of at most second order derivatives of the gauge fields.
Thus the second order spinor derivatives of the curved indexed curvatures and hence all the
third order derivatives of the gauge fields are shown to be written in terms of the known
fields in component approach. The third order curved spinor derivatives on curved indexed
curvatures is similarly given by at most third order flat indexed covariant spinor derivatives
on flat indexed curvatures. Thus, we have shown all orders of derivative of curved spinor
gauge superfields are written in terms of the known fields in component approach.
The above procedure also makes sense for the gauge fixing in Poincare´ superspace ap-
proach to the component SUGRA (the route III in Fig. 1), since we only use the general
definitions of curvatures and inhomogeneous terms in the gauge transformation laws. The
only difference is the constraints on curvatures, i.e., their explicit forms after gauge fixing.
We comment on other possible gauge-fixing conditions. In the treatment of Ref. [10], the
dotted spinor gauge fields are gauge-fixed at superfield level to be Eµ˙A = δµ˙α˙ and h
µ˙A′ = 0.
In this case, ξ(1,1)Aµ˙µ is used for realizing ∂µh
µ˙A| = 0, and ξ(2,1)Aµ˙ for ∂2hµ˙A| = 0, and so
on. On the other hand, the undotted spinor gauge superfields hµ
A generally remain unfixed.
Another different example of gauge fixing will be discussed in section 5 for the superspace
counterpart of the improved gauge in component approach.
4.2 Higher θ components of vector gauge superfields
In the previous section we have shown that all the higher θ components of spinor gauge
superfields are properly gauge-fixed, and have already used all the θ components of the
gauge transformation parameters other than the lowest. But there still exist the vector
gauge superfields to be gauge-fixed for going down to the tensor calculus. So it is non-trivial
whether all the higher θ components of vector gauge superfields are written in terms of
known fields in component approach. By using the gauge conditions (4.3) and the definition
of curvature Rµn
A in Eq. (4.13), we find ∂νhn
A is written as
∂µhn
A| = δµδEnERδEA| − δµChnB′|fB′CA
= δµ
δen
eRδe
A|+ (−)1δµδ 12ψnǫRδǫA| − δµγhnB
′ |fB′γA.
(4.21)
This shows that the first order spinor derivative is expressed in terms of the fields in compo-
nent approach. The analysis is performed in similar ways for the other higher components.
For example, using Eq. (4.13), we obtain
∂ρ∂µhn
A| = ∂ρRµnA|+ ∂n∂ρhµA|
+ ((∂ρEn
C)hµ
B′ + En
C(∂ρhµ
B′)− (∂ρEµC)hnB′ − EµC(∂ρhnB′))|fB′CA
+ (∂ρhn
C′)hµ
B′|fB′C′A + hnC′(∂ρhµB′)|fB′C′A.
(4.22)
The spinor derivative of curved indexed curvatures can be replaced by its covariant derivative,
∂µRνp
A| = ∂µEνCEpBRCBA|
= (∂µEν
C)Ep
BRCB
A| −EνC(∂µEpB)RCBA| − EνCEpBδµδ∇δRCBA|.
(4.23)
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Therefore the second order spinor derivative of vector gauge superfields are found to be
written by the curvatures, their covariant derivatives, and the lowest components of curved
vector superfields. For higher θ terms, we need to evaluate higher order spinor derivatives
on curvatures which become
∂µ∂νRPQ
A| = ∂µ∂νEP CEQDRCDA| = EP CEQDEµGEνF∇G∇FRCDA|+ · · · , (4.24)
where · · · means the first order spinor derivatives on curvatures and/or the second order
derivatives on vector gauge superfields. These have already been shown to be expressed
by component approach fields. The same is clearly true for the third order derivative of
curvatures. In the end, under the gauge conditions (4.3), all order θ components in curved
vector and spinor gauge superfields are written in the language of component approach, and
hence properly gauge-fixed.
4.3 Higher θ gauge invariance in component approach
We have shown in superspace approach that all the extra fields other than those appearing
in component approach can be eliminated by using the higher θ gauge degrees of freedom,
ξ(n,m)A(x) (n+m ≥ 1). We here add an interesting remark which might sound surprising:
All the fields appearing in component approach are in fact higher θ gauge invariant, i.e.,
invariant under the gauge transformation with parameters ξ(n,m)A(x) (n +m ≥ 1) but with
ξ(0,0)A(x) = 0.
The gauge fields in component approach correspond to the lowest components of the
gauge superfields with vector index hm
A|, like the vierbein Ema| = ema and the gravitino
Em
α| = ψmα. Taking the lowest component of the general gauge transformation law (4.1) for
the vector index case µ→ m, we have
δG(ξ
BXB)hm
A| = ∂mξA|+ hmC ξB| fBCA. (4.25)
This contains only the lowest component of gauge parameter ξA| = ξ(0,0)A(x) and its spacial
derivative, and does not involve any higher θ gauge parameter ξ(n,m)A(x) (n + m ≥ 1).
Therefore the gauge fields in component approach are higher θ gauge invariant.
Furthermore, all component fields of matter multiplets are also higher θ gauge invari-
ant, provided that they are identified with the lowest components of the covariant deriva-
tives of matter superfields. For instance, the component fields in a general matter multiplet
[ C,Z,H, · · · ] in component approach are expressed by using the covariant derivatives of a
primary superfield Φ as [1]
C = Φ|, Zα = −i∇αΦ|, H = 1
4
(∇2Φ + ∇¯2Φ)|, · · · . (4.26)
Since these covariant derivative quantities are literally covariant, their gauge transforma-
tion contain no derivative of the gauge parameter superfield ξA(x, θ, θ¯) so that their lowest
components contain only the lowest component ξA| = ξ(0,0)A, e.g. for the first derivative,
δ(ξAPA)∇αΦ| = ξA| ∇A(∇αΦ)|, (4.27)
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and hence higher θ gauge invariant.
In this sense, the invariant action formulas in component approach are not only invariant
under the usual gauge transformation with the parameter ξA(x) = ξ(0,0)A, but fully gauge
invariant with the superfield parameter ξA(x, θ, θ¯). For instance, consider the F-type action
formula of conformal SUGRA [6, 10]
ScompF =
∫
d4x e
(
−1
4
∇2W + i
2
ψ¯aα˙(σ¯
a)α˙β∇βW −
(
ψ¯aσ¯
abψ¯b
)
W
)∣∣∣+ h.c.. (4.28)
The integrands is written in terms of the vierbein em
a, the gravitino ψm
α, and the lowest
components of the covariant superfields, W |, ∇αW |, ∇2W |. All of these quantities are higher
θ gauge invariant, and hence the action is fully gauge invariant with superfield transformation
parameters.
Indeed the above component expression for the F-type action formula was derived in [10]
starting from the superspace action
SSSF =
∫
d4xd2θ EW + h.c., (4.29)
which has the manifest superfield gauge invariance. While his derivation uses a particular
gauge fixing for the higher θ gauge symmetry, the final component action ScompF (4.28) is
also superfield gauge invariant. Both expressions ScompF and S
SS
F are fully superfield gauge
invariant and coincide with each other in a particular gauge, so implying that they coincide
in any gauge.
5 Correspondence of superconformal gauge fixing
In this section, we clarify more explicitly the correspondence of superconformal gauge fixing
between the superspace and component approaches. In component approach, the gauge-
fixing condition that leads to the canonically normalized EH and RS terms was firstly given
by Kugo-Uehara (KU) in Ref. [7], called the KU gauge in what follows.
5.1 Correspondence of YM sectors
The following is the translational dictionary for the YM sector in the YM matter coupled
conformal SUGRA between the superspace formulation in section 2 and the component one
in Ref. [7].
component superspace
Bαµ , F
α
µν , Fˆ
α
ab A(a)m |, F (a)mn|, F (a)ab |
W αR , W
α
L W(a)α |, −W(a)α˙|
Dα, fαβ
i
2
∇αW(a)α | = i2∇¯α˙W(a)α˙|, H(a)(b)|
iT αi
jzj , −iz∗jT αji V i(a)|, V¯ i
∗
(a)|
(5.1)
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In this dictionary, we have rescaled the gauge fields and the gaugino multiplet of internal
symmetry by the gauge coupling g˜ such as g˜Bαµ → Bαµ . In Ref. [7], the internal symmetry was
discussed only for the linear case where the Killing vectors are given by the representation
matrices. More general cases of Killing vectors which preserve the Ka¨hler structure were
constructed in the framework of superconformal tensor calculus [9]. With the same form of
Ka¨hler potential, our V i(a)|, V¯ i
∗
(a)|, F(a)| and J(a)| correspond to kαi, kiα, 3rα and Pα(z, z∗) in
Ref. [9], respectively.
5.2 Non-vanishing superpotential case
As in the system without YM gauge fields, the gauge-fixing conditions in superspace (3.3)
are found to correspond to the KU gauge:
z0 =
√
3φ−
1
2 (z, z∗) = e−G/6 ↔ Φ0∣∣ = eG/6∣∣,
χR0 = −z0φ−1φiχRi = −1
3
e−G/6GiχRi ↔ ∇αΦ0
∣∣ = 1
3
eG/6Gi∇αΦi
∣∣, (5.2)
where z0 and χR0 are the lowest and spinor components of the chiral compensator in the
superconformal tensor calculus, and we have used the correspondence of conformal multiplets,
developed in [1]. Unlike Ref. [1], the covariant derivative ∇α now contains the gauge field of
internal symmetry.
Among various correspondences, we here focus on the correspondence of the Poincare´
supersymmetry after gauge fixing. Since the spinor derivatives are identified with the su-
persymmetry transformations both in the conformal and Poincare´ superspaces, Eq. (3.6)
leads to the Poincare´ supersymmetry transformation defined by the superconformal gauge
transformations
δG(η
αQPα) = δG(η
αQα) + δG(ξ(A)
′(η)A) + δG(ξ(K)
′(η)BKB) (5.3)
with the transformation parameters ξ(A)′(η) = ηαAα+η¯α˙A
α˙ and ξ(K)′(η)A = ηβfβ
A+η¯β˙f
β˙A.
Using the explicit form of the spinor gauge fields Aα obtained in (3.5), we have the A-
transformation parameter
ξ(A)′(η)| = i
4
Gjη
αDPαΦj
∣∣− i
4
Gj∗η¯α˙D¯P α˙Φ¯j∗
∣∣, (5.4)
which is the exactly same form as the previous result in the system without YM (Eq. (4.28)
in [1]), though the covariant derivatives in the above contain the YM covariantization terms.
The spinor KA-gauge fields fα
A under the gauge fixing (3.3) are also evaluated by using (3.4)
and (3.15), and the resultant transformation parameters are given by
ξ(K)′(η)α
∣∣ = −1
8
(
e−G/6∇2Φ0 − 1
3
Gi∇2Φi
)
ηα
∣∣
− 1
12
((
Gij +
1
3
GiGj
)
ηγ∇γΦj +Gij∗ η¯β˙∇¯β˙Φ¯j
∗
)
∇αΦi|
− 1
12
ec
m
(
Gi∇mΦi −Gi∗∇mΦ¯i∗
)
iσc
αβ˙
η¯β˙
∣∣− i
3
ec
mAmiσ
c
αβ˙
η¯β˙
∣∣,
(5.5)
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ξ(K)′(η)a
∣∣ = −eam(fmβηβ + fmβ˙ η¯β˙)
+
1
2
ea
mψm
α
(
ηβfβα + η¯β˙f
β˙
α
)∣∣ + 1
2
ea
mψ¯mα˙
(
ηβfβ
α˙ + η¯β˙f
β˙α˙
)∣∣ . (5.6)
These are also the same expressions as in Ref. [1]. Thus the transformation parameters (5.4)-
(5.6) are found to agree with those in the superconformal tensor calculus (Eqs. (40), (42a),
(42b) in [7]).
At this moment, one question arises. When we go down from the conformal superspace
to the component superconformal tensor calculus, the lowest components of curved spinor
gauge superfields are gauge-fixed to zero, hµ
A′ | = 0, other than the vierbein. This means
that the lowest components of flat spinor gauge superfields are also equal to zero, that is,
hµ
A′ | = δµαhαA′ | = 0. However when we use the superspace version of the KU gauge, non-
vanishing flat spinor gauge superfields Aα and fα
A appear and correspond to the A and
KA compensations in the Poincare´ supersymmetry transformation in component approach
as seen above. Why does the component approach know non-vanishing spinor gauge fields?
What is the origin of them?
The answer is the resetting of gauge conditions. Let us consider the A gauge superfields
as an example. When going down to the component superconformal tensor calculus, all
the higher components of gauge parameter superfields other than the lowest are used to
fix the superfield Aµ and, in particular, its lowest component Aµ| = δµαAα| is set equal to
zero by using the parameter ∂µξ(A)|. On the other hand, when going down to the Poincare´
superspace, the whole gauge parameter superfields are used for ξ(A), ξ(D) and ξ(K) to realize
different gauge-fixing conditions. For example, ξ(A) is chosen as ξ(A) = 3
4i
log(Φ¯0/Φ0) to have
the KU gauge counterpart in the superspace [1]. This form of gauge parameter superfield
resets its component ∂µξ(A)| to a different value from the above, and therefore Aµ| is generally
reset to a nonzero quantity. In particular, the form of spinor A-gauge field should coincide
with the one appearing in the A-gauge compensation term in the Poincare´ supersymmetry
transformation, since the supersymmetry transformation after gauge fixing is unique.
We show this resetting explicitly. When we perform the above A-gauge transformation
with the parameter ξ(A) = 3
4i
log(Φ¯0/Φ0), the spinor gauge field Aµ| is reset from the initial
value Aµ| = 0 as
Aµ| = 0 + 3
4i
∂µ log(Φ¯
0/Φ0)| = 3i
4
1
Φ0
δµ
α∇αΦ0
∣∣∣. (5.7)
Plugging the expressions Φ0 = eG/6 and ∇αΦ0| = 13eG/6GiDPαΦi| in the KU gauge, we find
Aα| = i
4
GiDPαΦi|, (5.8)
which exactly reproduces Aα| used for the gauge parameter ξ(A)′(η) in (5.4). A similar dis-
cussion is possible for theKA gauge fields, but more complicated. What KU found is that one
can avoid explicit and complicated computations of gauge transformations. The final expres-
sion of the spinor gauge superfields can be found by identifying the Poincare´ supersymmetry
transformation with the one which retains the D, A, KA gauge-fixing conditions.
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5.3 Vanishing superpotential case
The gauge-fixing condition (3.9) for the case of vanishing superpotential is related to the
formulation of Ref. [9] in component approach and also to the isometric Ka¨hler superspace
of Ref. [14]. This can be seen in the same way as discussed before by using Eqs. (3.9) and
(3.15). In particular, the transformation parameter of the resultant Poincare´ supersymmetry
in Eq. (5.3) becomes
ξ(A)′(η) = ηα
(
Aα − i
4
(F(a) − F¯(a))Aα
)
=
i
4
Kjη
αD˜PαΦj −
i
4
Kj∗η¯α˙
¯˜DP α˙Φ¯j∗, (5.9)
which is the same form as (5.4) with a replacement G→ K. The other parameters ξ(K)′(η)A
are also given by the same expressions as (5.5) and (5.6), with the same replacement G→ K
being performed.
6 Summary
In this paper, we have discussed the YM matter coupled conformal SUGRA in superspace
and compare it with the component approach. We have introduced the YM gauge superfield
of internal symmetry in conformal superspace by gauging the isometry of the Ka¨hler manifold
spanned by chiral matter superfields. The superconformal property of the gaugino superfield
is derived by the Bianchi/Jacobi identities in Eq. (2.13). The YM gauge transformation
laws of Ka¨hler potential, superpotential and compensator are studied from the superspace
viewpoint in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.21).
In section 3, we have presented the superspace gauge-fixing conditions leading to the
canonically normalized EH and RS terms, which conditions give the KU-gauge counterpart
in superspace. The relation between the Poincare´ and conformal supersymmetry transfor-
mations (the covariant derivatives) is discussed at superfield level. In section 4 we have
also shown the gauge-fixing procedure in detail how the conformal superspace formulation is
reduced to the component approach (superconformal tensor calculus).
In section 5, the KU gauge in component approach is shown to be equivalent to the su-
perspace gauge (3.3) written in terms of superfields. Then the relations between the Poincare´
and conformal supersymmetry transformations are found to exactly correspond to each other
in superspace and component approaches. Finally, we discuss several approaches with the
canonically normalized EH and RS terms in the conformal superspace viewpoint.
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